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parents and teachers working with ,Iiisually impaired children at the
birth-24 month developmental lever. The focus of the materials was to
help parents and teachers,prevent and remediate developmental lags
associated with visual' impairment and concomitant conditions. The
project featured three major components: tangible, electronic
child-use items (an electrbnic mat and a head device; a
slide-cassette program; and a guidebook for parents and teachers.
Project. activities are described chronologically from the
developmental process through results of an evaluation by over 200
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rural and urbah environments and included-Black, Spanish speaking,
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41 -Abstract

/ '

ThOmpact of blindness on an/imfant'sdevelopment is.documented
and substantial Numerous research studies have indicated the

/children
of teaching parerits'of:blind and visually impaired

/children early stimulation technique'' and strategies for coping
with their child and their feelings. Virtually all studies
confirm that-the -lack of stimulation to sensory systems is

damaging to those systems. Failuceto provide a stimulating
early environment leads not only toga continuation of the 7,

developmental lag, but to actual atrophy 'of sensory abilities and
to eventual developmental regression._ Increasingly, infants with
visual handicap's- also have additipal.problems. When working with
infants who have impairments in addition to blindness, early
interventivipecomes increasingly critical.

The Home,..Based Media Approach for Developing itical.Skills in

Young Visually Impaired Children project infolved the development
of materials forparents and teachers working with visually impaired
children at the birth-24 month developmental level. The focus-of

--the Home-Based Media materials is,to assist parents .pnd''teachers in

preventing and remediating developmental lags associated with visual

impairment and concomitant conditions. The project has three major

components: tangible, electronic child-use items; a -slide-cassette
program; and a guidebook for parents and teachers. All three
componCts were specifically and Carefullyeveloped to reflect the
ritical skill needs of the young visually` child.

\ ,

Each project component was developed and evaluated with the
assistance.of over 200 consumers and was modified and reevaluated

until it demonstrated student, parent, and teacher effectiveness.
Significant parental involvement was incorporated into the project-
beginning with the materials'needs assessment/identification phase

. through'field evaluation. The slida-cassette program and the
guidebook were evaluated in riral and urban environments and
included Black, Spanish speaking, and Native. American infants and

their families. All three project components will be disseminated .'
nationally by the American Printing House for the Blind.
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Introduction

Background and Related Research-

the importance and value of early intervention prograWing
for young handicapped infants'and children is hardly a new concept.
Skeels's 1939.,study.(Kirk, 1968), which deMorstrated the positive
results of early intervention with assample of institutionalized
preschool children, eventually led to a follow-up study in 1966.
The results of Skeels's lbngitudinal study showed that all of the
experimental children who, received early intervention were self -
supporting 21 years later; bykcontrast, the control grOup had only -

50% Self-supportin9 members, five of whompwere institutionalized.
Between these studes, Kirk conducted a landmark experiment
involving the preschool education of mentally retarded children.
Kirk's study (1958) also demonstrated significant gains for the
experimental group children exposed to intensive preschool
education training.- These studies helped to convince Congress,
many years later, to pass abill allocating monies for preschool.
'education of handicapped children (Kirk, 1968). Thus by the 1970's,
early, childhood education for handicapped children had a strong
conclusive research baseto support the common sense rationale
held for years by practitionerS (Reynolds and Birch, 1977). Also

during the 1970's and early An's, a great deal was learned
about the competencies of infants, as stated in Garwood(1983):

Because of advances in research methodology, instrumentation,
and theory, behavioral scientists have come to view even very

young infants as relatively competent organisms capable of
participating in complex interactions with their world.

(p. 17)

. The rationale for beginning intervention early, preferably
silfiyltaneous to diagnosis in infanty, is convincing. Several

reasons follow:-

.1. The first years of a child's life set thi pace for and

. '4nfluence all subsequent development: Early learning
and development have paramount influence on the child's
later life (Peterson, 1982).

2. Handicapping 'conditions, left unheeded, freqiiently

Interplay and lead to additional developmental deficits.
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3, Parents benefit from the LiloOtrt and, learn constructive

parenting patterns and educatidnal methods through early

intervention programs. .

4. The longer a developmental delay or handicapping condition

persists without intervention, the more time consuming to -

correct (Reynolds and Birch, 1977).

5. Eairly, intervention is cost effective for taxpayers

(Swan , 19

Childrerikit severe visual impairments are frequenly
diagnosed at birth or in early infancy, making early intervention

programs for this population both practical and critical.'4Lehr

(1982) , discussing early trainp]g for infant-4verely/profoundly
handicapped children, maintains that the intensive care nursery

should be 11;le,it'st classroom. The concept of training parents in

the home to work with their,infant is gaining widespread

implementation and approval. ,Bronfenbrenner (1975%) states:'

The family seems to be the most "effectilve and economical

system for fostering uric( sustaining the child's development.

Without family involvealent, intervention is likely to be

unsuccessful and what few effectIs are achieved are likely,to

disoppear once the intervention /is .discontinued. (p. 470)

Th6 impact of blindnessign an infant's"development.is

documented and substantial Numerousrresearch studies have
---\

indicated the importance of teaching parents of blind and visually

impaired children early stimulation techniques and strategies for

coping with their child and their feelings. If these services are

not provided at the^crucial'early stages, We will likely see

manifestations of Isolation and serious maladjustment in many blind

children and adults (O'Brien, 1976) . Frajberg (1971) stressed the

critical importance of providing direct and continued support to

the mother of a blind baby from the tune of diagnosis. OuBose

(1979) has researched the effects of visual impairment and blindness -

on one aspect of developmerlX, the sensorimotor period. The

following chart summarizes sensorimotor developmental/groblems"-
within the birth-24 month period (DuBose, 1979):

3
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Period

I. Reflexes

(0-1 month)

Primary rcular
Reaction

*

ExActatfons

The infant's behavior is 1:

characterized primarily
by reflexive responses to'
his\own body and to some
aspects qf.the external'
worard--: Some refinement

of reflexive behavior
eoccIp*oSs the in.Kant
di overs, for example,
that' some objects .are

vu.suckable" and some are
not.

The. infant begins to 1.

repeat selectivply those
actions that produce 2.

(1-4 m nths) effects that are
interesting or satisfying 3.

to him, The actions are
primarily directed to his
own body rather than to
external obje&ts.'

III. -condary :.° The infant reproduces 1.

ircular Reactions behatrs that produce
effec in the external

(4-9 months) 5) world that are satisfying 2.

or interesting to him.
This §tage marks,the
beginning of the infant's
effective orientation to 34
tht external world.

Effects of
Blindness

fft'S

no pupillary

no visual.

'tracking

no examination
of feet & hands'
no.Intentional
rasping of
ea's

4

IV, ..Coordination of The beginnings of 1.

Secondary Circular intentionality are seen
Reactions in fourth stage, in that

the infant begins to
coordinate his behavior

All

f

4

continues bodily
centered
sensations'
fails to fallow
rapid movements
of persons and
objects
fait to
understand the
,cause'or source
of object

activation'
no search for
lost objects.

fails to

visually attend
to objects or
persons or
imitate movements
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V. Tertiary Circular
Reactions

(12-18-months)

C

6

VI. Invention of New
Means through
Mental Combination

(18-:24. months )

gs

f

.00

Expectations

with respect to the 2.

external world in more
complex. ways. His* use of

specific ends demonstrates
his increasing
organization of the world.
He begins to anticipate
the effects of his on
actions and those of 3.

other people.

In this stage, 'the 1.

infant's behavior clearly
dwinvolves active trial and
error experimentation on
the world. His behavior
.becomes more flexible in

that he can systematically
vary hts actions to.obtain
a specific goal. He seems 2.
to seek novelty for the
sake of learning more
about the world 3.

Effects of
Blindrless

fails)to
realize
similarity in
objects, thug
does not
generalize old
schema to new
objects
cannot see a
distant goal
to attain it.

I
fails to see
relationships
between action
and solution
that can be
accomplished
to produce
activity
less problem
solving in.

environment-
fails to attack
barriers to
rsecure toys

4. fails to see
the usefulness
of tools to
assist in
securing goals

This stage marks the 1 delayed in
beginning of internalized internalization

thought. The child need of action

no longer engage in overt 1

trial-and-error behSVior, 2. cannot categorize
but rather can think. about objects by
possible behaviors and salient
the effects that they dimension 42'

would/Nye. According, to 3. does not-prelend
Piaget, this stage is .a Al b,4 imitating

5 (
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c.

Period
0

S

Effects of

Expectations Blindness

landmark in that it adult behavior
frees the child from his prevlouSly

own perceptions and observed

behaviors. He .begins to

imagine'behaviors and
their consequences.

Increasingly, infants with visual.handicaps also.have
additional problems. When. working with infants who haye'

impairments in addition to blindness, early intervention becomes
increasingly critical.' ,Various specialists, ofteh inclpding
occupatiqnal therapists and physical therapists, are needed to
adequately serve the visually impaired child with multiple

problems. Additional handicapOing conditions are often
interactii,e, presenting a unique challenge to professionals. :The
sum of two,handicapping"conditions is often greater than merely

adding the-twO together, forming a synergistic relattonship

(Lehr, 1982). Meirer (1975) suggests that the earlier potential
or existing disabling conditions are detected, the less likely

they are to become severe. Both Kaines (1973) and Hering (1976)

offer evidence that programs which provide early stimulation, and

which meet the educational needs 9f young children, can reduce
the number who will need long -term special services. Unless

appropriate stimulation and support to the chil0 and his family
occurs at certain critical periods in a child's qevelopment, it

is likely that irreversible consequences for adulthodd will
result (Erickson, 1963; Rapaport, 1960). Virtually all studies

confirm that the lack of stimulation to sensory systems is
damaging to those systems. Failure to provide a stimulating
early environmentleads not only to a continuation of the
d6elopmental lag, but to actual atrophy of sensory abilities and
to eventual developmental regression. Studies done by'Fantz
(1973) conclude that deprivation of early visual experience (0t nr

least in animals) has resulted in atrophy of the physical

structures of visipn and, therefore, permanent-blindness. 0,,

Stimulating visual experi'ences are essential'tokeep the physical

visual structure functional. Furthermore, Haring (1976) states:

All systems of ao organism are interrelated in a dynamic,
way; failure to remedi4e a h ndicap may multiply

effects in other development areas ,and may produce

other handicaps; particular) social and emotional

ones, that are secondary,to the initial insult. (p. 58) /

to
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It isSobering to realize that the effects of.allandicapped
condition in one sensory system such as visidh, may produce
handicaps in another system.

prplect_Scoi)e

The Home-Based Media Approach for Mveloping Cttical Skills
in YoUng Visually Impaired Chilaren project involved the
development of materials for parents and teachers working with
visually impaired children at the birth-24 month developmental
level. The focus of the Hate:Based Media materials is tO assist
parents ,and teachers in preventing and remediating developmental
lags associated'with: visual impairment and concoMitant condittbhs.
The project has three major componentS: tangible, child -tike items;

a slide-cassette pr gram; and a guidebook` for'parlents.and teachers.:

All Wee components were specifically' and carefullycteveloped to
reflect the crttical-,skill needs Of the yound'Visually -impaired

Child. The purpose of this.repo"rt,is to reflect and summarize the-
-various- activities'ofproject staff in develoAng, .designing,, and
evaluating the three, prograui components of the Home--.UaSed Medta.

,project.. Project activities ane reported sequentially .as they
occurred- in the developmental, process. 'As would be expected,,
project components did not alwaysjevelop,simultaedusly but did.
progress cohesiN/ely.

3

Developmental PrOcess

.,

e.1"

- In April 1,979, an educational materials needs, assessment
meeting was conducted by,American Printpg-Housefor
researohers in conjunction with the Fifth International Seminar'.''

on,Blind-yreschool Chtldren; There was a 'unique casenous among.
'the 35 seminar participants that materials' were palicUlarly
needed to assist visu lly impaired children-fu Ctipliing from,
birth to 24 months through critical developmeii al stages. To

meet these needs, the'research staffconceptu lized a-package of

tangible ,written -and recorded materials for e in stimulating

such developmental "milestones" as reaching-, grT ping bri6ging.

hands to the midline, sitting, object permanence, a walking.

The audio portion of the package wasAesigned,t6.1110-trate -N
'appropriate parent/dild interactions.- A guidebook -wo d contain

activities, objectives, and guidelines in assisting the
development of the young visually impAjred chiid,' A tangible
chird-use Material(s) would aid Ole birth -24 month' l'eve1 'child in
develpping identified critical skill's.

7
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kproposal requesting federal grant mbnibs.to deVeiop the

4 ,prOposed Package of materials ;ias submitted -tO the Bureau of .

Education.for the-Handicapped,ander the Handicapped-Media.
.Services,' and Captioned Films. Program. -In SeOtewberi41980, APH..

was notified that thd grant prOposal; "A Home-Ra§ed Media Appr ach
for.. Developing Critical SkiTTS in Young 11isually Impaired Childr

was fundedifor*a' 2.7-yeah .PrWect staff be4an work cm the
project in late 1980 via an extdrsiVR literatUre reviewresultin
in. examination of more than,100Journal articles, books, and other

*publications. The literature review included four major areas:
'.information op normal deOelopment of:children-birth to. 2. years;

critical areas of skill deVelopment in the.visually impaired child
from birth t9- 2 years-favailabilb infOrmatiOn, guidelines, and
resources ifOr parents;-and materials for teachers .in designing and

implementing tIO0e-based-educational,programs. Simultaneously, a
.comme-rcjal.- matertals:search was conducted to determine existing

materials'for parents and teachersqJseful in home-,based programming
for visually, impaired infahtS.t A computerized search on.available
material-s 'was cOndUcted by LT . Resources in ColumbA, Ohio.
Printin94jOuse-projetrstaff-tilSo (dOnducted a manualsearch'fOr

jelated materials in commercial catalog's and directories. ,Both the

.LINC 'and --the 15rintihg House search demonstrated -a dearth of

. applicable. materials'in the area of home-based media.oraaterials
'fOr parerits, teachers,, and the young visually impaired child.

'..Y1Pr(ojedstaff wanted to4benefit from and integrate:the
knowledge and experience of teachers of young visually impaired

children. Thus, a questionnaire was developed ,and circulated to
150 teachers-of preacademic level visually impaired children. The

-questi-onnaire, specifically designed to address. prOiect needs and

goals, included thR following questions:

1. List 'five critical-Stages or consider most

difficdlt for' a.blirid child to master between birth and
.2,years.

2. List five critical stages or skills you consider most
difficult for a,Visually impaired child with residual

j vision- to master between birth and .2 years.

t.

I

3. What commercial mOerialf have you used successfully for
vision stimulation/training in preacademic children? List,'"

eactliitem, and then briefly describe howit was used and
visual skill's that were developed.

8
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4. List any handniade/teacher-made materials that you have
used successfully for vision stimulation/training,in ':,-

preacademic cffildren., Briefly describe how the itemlwas
used and visual skills that Could. be developed.

5.' Sketch any items that do no't CUrrently exist (or items
which exist but need- major modification) that you would
like to see'developed for vision stimulation.'

6. List thestoys or educational materials which the visually
impaired children you have worked with enjoy the most.
Indicate if the items appeal particularly to children with
or without residual vision.

An excellent response rate of-89% was obtained or the questionnaire.
All responses were recorded, tabulated, and analyzed. The collective
data were studied carefully to identify skill areas where visually
'impaired children begin to break down in their development as
compared with their sighted peers, and the kinds of materials needed
for remediatibn.

A consulting committee for the project, including both plrents
and professionals, was formulated. Project staff contacted
prospective committee mem401411L ade preparation And arrangeMents,
and'conducted the meetin g of project consultants can be
found in Appendix A of The purpose of the consultant'
group meeting was, to as House project staff in
,deterMining the most nee and thus,those prioritized
for development within t' Media project. The committee
utilized the information gen hrough the literature search%
commercial materials search, estionnaire completed by teachers
of young visually impaired children, and their collective experience
and expertise. Ultimately, the consultants determined that, the'
single most important factor in successful skill development in
visually impaired children is a mutually satisfying parent-child
-relationship, with parents giving plenty of encouragement and extra
,help,to their visually handicapped child. Program materials should
thus be developed with this basic tenet in mind.

Comnlittee members further discussed the lack of materials for
developing early physical "and motor skills. Research studies in
the literature support theexperience of practitioners (consulting
committee) in identifying gross motor skills as an early deficient
critical skill area in blind and visually impaired infants. The
jollowing chart, abstracted from Fraiberg (1.977), demonstrates the
need for materials to assist the young blind and visually impaired
child in acquiring basic gross motor skills.

9
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4 TASK
Ag in months

(BLIND) SIGHTED

Sits alone momentarily' 6.75 5.3
Rolls 1"7Xpack to stomach. 7.25 6.4
Sits.alone steadily 8.00 4.115-.6

Prone, elevates self by arms 8.75' 2.1
Stepping movements (walks hands held) 10.75 8.8
Raises_self to sitting poSition 11,00 8.3

"Pulls.ub to stand sing furniture 13.OQ 8.6
Stands alone 13.00 11.0
Walks alone, 3 st s 15.25 11.7
Walks alone across room, 19.25 1L1

The consultants worked in small grodps to further formulate media
and materials to address deficient.gross motor skills and the early
development of a positive and helping parent-child relationship..
Following much discussion, the consultants agreed that the Home-Based
project should have three major and distinctive, although related,
components. One component would be an electronic mat which, when a

child placed upon it makes appropriate movements, would reward him
with various sensory experiences, such as vibration, warmth, and
sounds. Two additional electronic materials were proposed as options,
should the electronic mat not be -Nasible.. A second tangible item
was an electronically activated headband and sensor, which playsca
musical tune when to head is righted. Another.major component would
be a slid0-tape prograM,-aimed at parents, for professionals and
nonpinofessionals in the field to use in,home-based programs. The
information in this presentation would be relatedto, an reinforce,
that in the third major component, a parent guide that wou provide
answers to the many questions parents have about effectively raising
a young visually impaired child.

Following the initial committee meeting, specifications were
formulated and drawings were made for the electronic mat, with the
assistance of a toy designer and an electronic technician.
Specifications were subsequently developed for the slide-cassette
program and the parent resourfe guide. Project staff proceeded with
sovcing parts for the electronic mat and identifying media
development experts for the slide-cassetift Project staff began an
outline of the parent guide, utilizing the literature search,
commercial materials search information, the teacher questionnaire
results, and the consultants recommendations. As developmentof
prototypes continued for each of the three project components, staff
copsulte0 with a variety of experts including an industrial toy

10
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designer, electronic specialists; audio-visual technicidns, as well

as teachers, parents, and committee members. Ultimately, a prototype
of the electronic mat was prepared for field trial, a detailed
outline of the guidebook was written, and.a storyboard used in
SilMing was developed for the slide-cassette pTesentation.

In the development of two of the three component prototypes,
there were a variety of problems to be solved. Initially, there
was difficulty getting timely delivery of the e4ctronic mat drawings

from the industrial toy designer. When the drawings arrived several

weeks late, they were found to be incomplete. The designer was to

provide a list of all.necessary materials and thviis industrial
sources for each tangible item to be developed. His failure to do

so caused additional delay. The drawings and specs were sent out

for bids. All bids far exceeded budgeted monies for each item, so

an internal solution was, sought. Since the grant was written, the
Research Department has added a Design and Development Section with
design, pattern, and model-making capabilities. This Section, along
with the Printing House's Electronics Department, agreed to develop
initial protytypes within the budgeted monies.

a

Several minor problems also occurred with the Slide-cassette
audio-visual component. Filming o1 the mother and child proved
time-consuming and fatiguing to the baby. Consequently more time

was needed for filming than originally planned. In addition, there
was an unanticipated family move and several illnesses thtt delayed

filming. Scenes filmed include: riding in a car, doing the laundry,
mealtime, grocery shopping, bathtime, playing, and bedtime., Each

segment demonstrates how parents an teach their young visually
impaired child through these everyday experiences. These delays

with the'tangible prototypes and audio-visual component prototype
necessitated a modification of the projected time line: Meanwhile,
arrangements were made with teachers and parents to evaluate each
of the three components: the electronic mat, slide-cassette program
storyboard, and the guidebook detailed outline.

Data were collected from 25 field evaluators who assessed the
value of each of the three components. Each of the three components

was critiqued in the areas of quality, usefulness, durability,
safety, content, organization, and age appropriateness. Each

evaluation was recorded and the data were subsequently analyzed to-

determine revisions for each component. At this juncture, a second
meeting of the consultant group was held to determine needed
revisions and modifications to project comp9nents. A list of
participatiOg consultants can be found in Appendix A section.
Again, parents as' well as professionals from a variety-of disciplines

11



were represented in the consultant group. Interfacing the formative
evaluation data with the recommendations of the consultants groups
resulted'in.the following decisions for revisions and modifications:

1. Tangible child use materials--Include a timed circuit
breaker with the electronic mat. Consider changing the
.mat power source to battery operated. Add a textured
cloth overlay. Develop a second electronic headband
device for the purpose of giving musical reinforcement
to a child whose head is held'in an upright' position.
(The headband was suggested as an optional item by the
fTrst consulting committee meeting.)

2. Slide-cassette program -- Replace, the. narrator used in the
prototype preseRtation. Add a mUsical background for
interest and emphasis. Include more slIdes of sibling and
father interaction; include an infant and a. minority Child.
Develop a version of the slide-cassette program in Spanish..

3. Guidebook--Numerous suggestions were made for expanding
the content areas included in the guide. 'Recommendations
included incorporating a glossary of vision terminology,
a section on medical visits, a listing of toys and'
household materialg useful in teaching various skills, .

safety considerations, commdnity resources, and so on

Project staff pro9eeded with implementing the revisions
proposed by the consultants as well as incorporating additional
recommendations made by field evaluators. While' implementing
revisions and modifications, project staff continued to work with
a variety of technical resource persons. Arrangements were made
for a second field evaluation with numerous teachers and parents.
The second field trial of revised materials was lengthened to
allow formore indepth and longitudinal evaluation. The
electronic mat and the electronic headgear reinforcer were
evaluated by both long term (3-6 months) and short term (1-3
months) methods. Both electronic items were field tested with
12 programs involving some 80 visually impaired children
functioning between a birth-24 month level. The slide-cassette
program was evaluated by, 46 programs serving young .visually
impaired children. This evaluation process yieldpd completed
evaluations from 68 professionals and 91 parents. The guidebook,
greatly expanded from the original detailed outline, was reviewed
by a total of 103 parents and professionals. Each field evaluator
completed an,evalpation form specifically designed for each of tele

12,
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three prOject components. Additional-information.concerning areas
of evaluation can be found in the Results section of this document.

All three components ,of the project were substantially revised
and expanded prior to the second, and more inclusive, field
evaluation. Drawings of the modified.electronic child-use materials
(mat and headband) 'can be found in Appendix B. An expandtd outline,
used in formulating the 87 page guidebook used for field evaluation,
is contained,in Appendix C. A script reflecting the slides and
narrative in the revised slide-cassette program, is Appendix D. :

Each of the three components was field evaluated by bath
professionals and parents.. All corponents were alSo subjected to
internal Printing House revieWas well as'consulting committee
review by mail. qpnerally, evaluation forms requested a critique
in areas such as content, organization, technical quality,
usefulness, durability, safety, and age apprOpriateness. As

completed evaluation forms were received, each response was posted
and checked by' project staff. ConsiderinTApe large-number of field
evaluators and the necessity of manual recording, this was a time
consuming aspect of the field-testingiprocedure. For each of the

three components and for each evaluation response; the data were
recorded, tabulated, and subsequently analyzedfor groupings of
modification recommendations. The data for all three components
indicated the need for relatively minor revisions.

,

.

Revisions were determined by project staff solely on the basis
of field evaluation data. Generalmodiffcations and revisions to
each of the three comPonents follows:

1. Tangible child use materials--Make mat more pressure
'sensitive for the very young infant. Devise a method by
whiCh more than one pad can be'used at the same time to
accomodate chronologically older children who are
'developmentally between the birth-24 month level
-Interface the mat with other devices, 'such as'a vibrator,

hair .dryer, etc. Eliminate the electronic headgear
musical feedback mechanism, because a continuous'playinT
device can not be located.

/
2. Slide-cassette pros-wa d)-Include at lealt one slide of the

following: a Native American child, child with a pet,
parent and child involved in visual stimulation/developMent
activity, and child shown on stomach over a bolster to
demonstrate a means for developing trunk and neck control.



3. Guidebook--Include a brief developmental chart or overview,.
summarizing normal .child development between birth-24
months. Incorporate additional- pictures and line drawings
within the text. Suggest that parents keep .a medical' log.
Expand discussiom of specific considerations for a single
parent. Augment th,e information on vision stimulation and
early visual development-. Consider a spiral binding.

All of the above modifications were made to program materials,
along with numerous othes. When -revisions had been completed to
each component, all materials were again placed in the field for
limited final evaluat*on to ensure that all modifications were
accurate and appropriate. A final expert review was also conducted.
Following these final evaluatioq, each of the three components was
readied for submission to "the Prting House Research and Development
Committee. This group, composed of Printing House consumers and,
ex-offici6 trustees, enthusiastically approved all three components
of the Home-Based Media materials for production. Project staff
have since been working closely with Printing House production
personnel to ensure .a smooth transition from the research and
development to production phase. Staff have also been involved in
developing !pecifications, sourcing components, and final editing..
The Printing House will submit the'first production set of the
Home-Based Media materials to the U.S. Testing Laboratories in.
Hoboken, New Jersey for product safety analysis.

In summary, the following time line shows the entire project
developmental process. A broken line indicates the end of U.S.
Department of Education financial support and the beginning of

"Printing House project support.

TIME SEQUENCE

November 1980-January 1981

November 1980 -January 1981

,January ,198i

(

14

TASK

Literature review

Commercial materials
search (computerized and
manual)

up

Design of
teacher questionnaire
(regarding critical needs

0.
of young visually impaired°
children)

18
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TIME SEQUENCE

February-March 1081,,

February-March 1981

February-March 1981

March 1981

March 1/81

April 191

April-May 1981

May .1981.

June 1981

June 1981

p

June 1981

June-July 1981

15

9

J

.41 TASK

Dissemination of

questionnaire

Tabulation and
analyzation of
questionnaire data

Identification of

consulting:Committee

Arrangements for
consulting commi
meeting

Conduct consulting
co mittee meeting

Ta ulation of consulting f
co mittee recommendations

Id ntification of 3 major
componentS

Development of
specifications for each
of 3 components

Identification of parents,
teachers, and children for
formhtive evaluation

Make arrangements and
determine procedures-for
field evaluation

-Translate slide-cassette
program into Spanish

Develop evaluation systems
for teacher, parent, and
child data

19
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TIME SEQUENCE

August-December 1981

January February 982

March-April 1982

May 1982

June-July 1982

July-September 1982

October-December 1982

November-December 1982

December 1982

December 1982

r

I

TASK

Conduct formative
evaluation for each of
three components

Tabulation and
analyzation of formative
teacher, parent, and
child data from each of
three components

Arrangements for-second
consulting committee
meeting

Conduct consulting
committee meeting

Tabulation of consulting
committee recommendatidns
with formative evaluation
data

Dev.elop arld initiate

revisions of each of three
components

16

Produce all revised
components in quantity--
for field evaluation

Identification of teachers,
parents, and childr for
final evaluation

Make arrangements and
determine procedures for
final field evaluation

Develop evaluation systems
for teacher, parent and
child data
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,TIME SEQUENCE

January-April 1983

May-June 1983

June-July 1983

August-September 1983

September-October 1983

October 1983

October 1983

November 1983-January 1984

February-May 1984

June-July 1984

17

21

I

TASK

Conduct first field .1

evaluation for each,of
three components

Tabulation and analyzation
of teacher, parent, and
child data from final

field evaluation

Determine and initiate
revisions for each of
three components

Conduct limited field
trial to. determine
validity of final

revisions

Conduct final
review

Conduct final internal
review

tts,

Prepare materials for
production approval

Develop production
specificationsand draft
drawings for three

components

Prepare final report

Submit materials for

.safety review and
analysis by U.S. Testing

Company.
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Procedure end Results

EValuative data for all threeproject components were obtained
'primarily through the process of professionals and parents using the
materials for a designated time and then completing written
evaluation forms. A secondary methbd 'of data collection and
analysis, videotaping, was also utqlzed. Because of the nature of
the materials developed within the project scope and the very young
age of the target-population, the child data collection via
videbtaping necessarily played a secondary role. In collecting the
professional and parent evaluation data, definite attempts were made
to ensure a geographical and programitype dAstribution. Thus, all .

three component were tested across the nation and by professionals
and parents in la variety of program types and models (06lic school,
private agency. institution, residentfal school). A variety of
professionals all experienced in working with the young visually-
impaired chi d and his/her parents, participated in the evaluation.
These profe ionals included teachers,-administrators, medical
doctors, nurses, social workers, phyfsioal therapists, occupational
therapists, and orientation and mobility specialqts. A specific
effort was made to evaluate the project components with Black,
Spanish-speaking, and Native American visually impairerchildren-
and their families. To this end, evaluation sites inaided Chicago,
Los Angeles, New York City, Houston, Dallas, Miami, and-programs in
the states of Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and Alaska. A complete
listing of program evaluators can be found in Appendix A.

In selecting professionals for field evaluators, the following
were criteria used:

1. A minimum of 2years experience working'with young visually
impaired children.

2. Access to 5-10 legally blind childi-en, functioning within
a birth-24 month level.

3. Involvement in understanding or providing home-based
programming.

4. Interest in project go'als and objectives._

5. Commitment to complete evaluation forms by specified date.

6. Willingness to use all three program components for a

specified period of time each week over a designated
evaluation period.

'v 18
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Participatingyrofessionals were also responsible for'identifyi,ng
parents who could lso serve as field evaluators of the Home-Based
Mgdia materials. then time and funding permitted, Printing House ,

staff visited field evaluation sites to coordinate the evaluation
procedures.- Project staff met with participating professionals and
administrators to explain the project scope and evaluation methods,
met with parents to invite their participatiop in the project,
assisted in identifying appropriate student subjects, and helped to
collect evaluative data. Professiohals and parents who participated
in long-term evaluations of the project materials received a small
honorarium for their written evaluations; parents and professionals
who were short-term evaluators did not receive and honorarium.

As previously reported, videotaping was used as a secondary
and minor.child-data evaluation method. Five young visually
impaired children were. videotaped on a pre. and post data collection,
basis. Videotapes were then compared to analyze specific skills
developed through the assistance of the child use tangible components.
The tapes were used for anallnb effectiveness of, the materials and
were not distributed or incorForated into the project. Releases
were secured from the parents °fall children participating in the
videotaping.

r

Evaluation forms, completed by both professionals and parents,
were the basis used to determine revisions and modifications to.each
component. Specific forms were developed for use with professionals
and parents. Evaluation questions varied dependent on the component
evaluated:- Several sample areas included on evaluation forms for
p"rofessionals follow.

1. a. Tangible child use materials--Electronic mat:

Rate-safety and durability (adequate or inadequate).
Suggest improvements.

Is the mat sufficiently sensitive to pressure- -

reliably produciu a tone in response to the
child's actions?0"

Comment on the fabric used- -its calor, texture,
durability, and the pattern in which it is sewn.
Suggest improvements.

Comment on the arrangement of the mat. Do you
prefer the squares permanently jo ned to form one
mat, individual, squares able to be joined in

19
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":

several configurations,for some other arrangement?
aplain your answer.

Comment on the tones produced by the met. Are they
pleasant? Would you prefer a "sound effects" mat
which made A variety of sounds--a beep, whistle,
pctp, etc.?

Describe the ways you plan to use these materials. .

Be specific.
k(p

0

b. Tangible child use materialsHead Device:

Rate safety and durability (adequate or inadequat.e)w.
Suggest improvements.

Does the head device adjust easily to fit then
children using'it? .If not, suggest improvements.

Comment on the sound produced. Was it pleasant,
pitched too high or low, too loud or soft?
Suggest improvements, '

Did the head device operate reliablx producing a
tone when the child raised'his head'and remaining
quiet when he did not?

Did it' appear that the head device was cOmfort;ble"
on the child when wo for periods of 15 minutes.?
30 minutes'? 1 hour? I uncomfortable, suggest.
improvements.

Briefly describe activities which could be
performed with the head device.

2. Slide-cassette program:

What, other areas of information should be included in..
the slide/casse,tte presehtatioh?

Are there any materials which should be removed from
the presentation? If so, what, and why should it be
taken out?

Should the materials be organized differently? If

yes, -refer to specific activities shown and indicate

20
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how they should be sequenced.

Is,there,too much or:6o little repetition of material?
;Please aqwec and indicate which activities would
receive more or less emphasis.

Comment on the advantages and disadvanthges of
slidekassette vs, videotape, pictafe-book/tape
combination, tapes only, or written material with
illustrations.' .

,

What is your opinion of, the technical quality of the
slides clarity, color,Composition?

What is your opinion of the quality of the tapes?
Consider voice quality and clarity.

Pinpoint areas where there is too much or too little
narration, if any. WOuld you edit or reword these
problem areas, or is.the verbal presentation
satisfactory?

Comment on the background music chosen.

Are there too' many or too few slide to go with the
narration? If yes, what portions of the presentation
should be simplified or addedtto?

Is the slide/cassette.presentation too -long'or too
short?

Describe :the ways you plan to use these materials.
Be specific.

CoaMent on the overall anticipated effectiveness of
the slide- cassette program.

)

3. Guidebook:

What other areas of-information should be included,
if ,any?

Is'there any materials which should be deleted from
the. Resource Guide?

21
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a.

Should the materials be grouped in lessons? If not,
how should it be organized?-

Digerent,topics may be grouped under the same lessOn.
Do you like the groupings we have proded.or can you
suggest more appropriate ones?

Please note any additional reading which should be .

addedtiVthe "Reading Lists" in the' Guide.

Please give the names and,40-f possible, the addresses
of agencies, parentogroups, newsletters and magazines
whidh would be -helpful for parents to know about.

Should the Resource Guide be permanently bound or in
a looseleaf ring.binder?

Describe'the ways you plan to use these. materials.
Be specific.

In addition to the general professional evaluation form,,
teachers who were long-term field testing sites were'requested to
collect 'limited child data. The teacher was asked to record the."
°following for each child using the tangible materials: q.

chronological and functional ages; ty0g and-severity of handicaps;
description Of developmental level as related to reaching toward
a sound source, gross motor skills., degree of head control, mIdline'
skills, reach/grasp, and so on Spectfic data were.requeste'd fbr
each child, examples of which follOw.

Mat:

1. How often did you use the mat with the.chflor

2. How do you rate the child's reaction to the mat?
very positiVe/positive/indifferentinegative/very
negative

a. When using the mat, did the child roll over, creep,
or crawl more readily than usual?

b. If no, do you think continued use of the mat would
have effected an improvement?

c. If yes; was the improvement carried over into
other situations when the mat was not in use?

-1) 22.
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3. Describe how you used the mat with the child. -

Head device:

..l. How often did you use the head device with the -

child? *g

2. How do you rate the child's reaction to the

device? a e-
,

very positive/positive/indifferent/negative/
very negative

3. a: Was thbre an improvement in the child's
ability to bold up his head when he used this

device?

If no, do you think continued use of the head
'.device would have effected any improiiement? .

c. If yes,Pdid the ability transfer to other
situations when the head device wa's not being

worn?

.4-. Describe how you used the head device with the

child.

Separate evaluation forms,were constructed for parents. Questions

to be.answered by the parent evaluators were very similar to those

poSe,d to the professional for the Guidebook. Both professionals

and parents completed a general evaluation on the guidegook as well

as notations, additions, delections, etc.. on guide pages. Each of

these comments was recorded and analyzed alqag with other evaluative .

idat4. Parent evaluation forms were available in both English and

Spanish, as the'slide-cassette presentati n was available in eith6%

language. Examples of parent evaluation rectioft and questions

follow.

Because "Playing the Crucial Role" is parent,audiences, vie

need your" commentSland suggestions for making the program as helpful

and appropriate as possible. The presentation is for parents of

visually impaired.infants from birth to 2 years of age. With that

in mind, please give us your opinions`: Be as brief or take as much

space as you wish.

Comment on the information presented in "Playing the,Crucial

Role."

23
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- Would you like anything added or emphasized more strzongly?

Would you like anything left out or deemphasized?

Comment on the general content (tone) of the presentation and
attitudes it portrays. . , .

Comment on the quality of the presentation; narrator's voice,'
photography, background music, etc.

.

Comment .on the organization of,the presentation. Is there a
better way to organize the information it contains? Ifyes,
please give your suggestions.

What is your overall opinion of "Playing the. Crucial Role" and
its helpfulness for you and other parents of visually impaired
infants?

Along with the parent evaluation form, project staff also developed,
earent Discussion Supplemental Materials to be used in a group
discussion and subsequent evaluation of,the slide- cassette
presentation.. These materials were also translated into Spariip

As previously noted, data from all evaluators for all three
components were s.osted, docked, and analyzed by project staff.
These data were to determine revisions and,modifidlitions.
Where applicab iterion of 80% was utilized to identify
specific items t ^s evise. If 20% or more of the evaluators
indicated an item needed revision, it was definitely modifieci.

The data for this project-are voluminous. The reasons are the
largeinumbers off field evaluators 'utilized, some 200-total, and the
individualized responses needed to answer the questions posed in
the evaluation. collecting, recording, and analyzing the data took
a great deal of staff timel, Excellent and frequently enthusiastic
cooperation was characterihic of both parent and professional field
evaluators.

The Home-Bas6ed Media project, in its final form, significantly
exceeded the written scope,proposed in the grant application. For

example, cassette-tapes were planned in the application; ultimately,
the project produced a visual and audio package. The project also
exceeded both the proposed budget and timeline, which,resulted in a
significant contribution of Printing House staff and resources. The

number of evaluators involved .111 the field evaluation phases also

11- 24
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exceeded that of previous mate-eials development projects for young

visually impaired children. Presently, as the materials are moving
through the Printing House production pipeline, there is already a

'' significant demand for the Home-Based Media materials. Such requests

. have come from state departments of education, parent groups,
hers., program administrators, and training personnel. The

.Printing House is responding toy -the preproduction requests by loaning .

.
field evaluation, copies of the slide- cassette and guidebook.

The final Orod c of the Home-Based Media project efforts
include three distinc but related components. A tangible child-use

item, an electronic m t\which rewards a child's movement with sound,
vibration, air, etc., has demonstrated effectiveneSs in motivating
young visually impaired students to develop 1Voss motor skills. A

second component, a slide- cassette program targeted for parents and
teachers, illustrates ways in which a visually impaired child can ,

learn about his world through everyday experiences. Additionally a

resource book, containing over 100 pages, has been written and

evaluated to assist parents and,teachers in developing critical
skills in young visually impaired children, birth to 24. Months.

These three components, presenting a comprehensive package of
materials to assist parents and teachers with the infant visually.
impaired child, will be produced and distributed nationally by the
American Printing House for the Blind. i

c

Staff believe that the materials developed within this project
will help to fill a specific and documented need of educational
mar@rialls designed for professional, parent; and child users. .

Project personnel, howeve, have become increasingly aware of the
need for additional systematic study of the infant and young
visually impaired child and his family. Staff also realize the heed
for research into possible interfaces of technology and the specific

skill development needs'of the young visually impaired child.. The'
federal government has sponsored significant research in this area,

but always targeted for the adolescent or adult. (A notable.
exception to this general statement is the use of the Sonic Guide '

with infants.): 'Also, services for these young visually impai.red
children and their families continue to be a function of geography.
Unfortunately both availability and quality of programs and services

depends upon where one lives. It is the hope of the project staff,
however,Ithat_the materials developed through the Home-Based Media,
project will assist parents and teachers throughout the nation in
developing critical skills in infant and developmentally young

visually impaired children.

25
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Appendix A

Project-Consultants and Evaluators

A

4-
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First Consulting Committee--Home-Based Media Approach for Developing
Critical Skills in. Young Visually Impaired Children

Mrs. Margaret Calvert, Infant Specialist, Elktart County
Rehabilitation, Elkhart, Indiana

Mrs. Pat .Carpenter, Supervisor, Programs ,for theyisu'ally

Handicapped, DeKalb County Schools, Scottdale, Georgia

Mrs. Jan Cooper, Partent, Dtncanville, Texas

Mr. Jay Doniger, Toy Designer, Buti-Roberts., Adveikising,
. Chicago, Illinois

Dr. Marvin Efron, 0.T., Ph.D., Optometrist and Educational
Psychologist, Columbia, South Carolina

Dr. Verna Hart, Professor, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania

Mrs. Donna Heiner-, Vice-President, International Institute fOr.
Visually Impaired -0-7, Inc., East Lansing, Michigan

,

Mrs.Wilma Hull, Preschool Director, Perkins Schdol for the
Blind, Watertown, Massachusetts

Mrs. Julia Joehl, Parent, Hummelstown, Pennsylvania

Dr. Julie Jones, Project Training Officer, Research and Training
in Mental Retardation, Texas Tech Viversity, Lubbock, Texas

Mrs. Lrna Marshall , Infant -P'ent Teacher, Washington Commission-
for the Blind, Seattle, Washington

Mr. Mike Moore, Electronic Specialist, Amery can Printing House
for the Blind, Louisville, Kentucky.

et
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Second Consulting Committee--Home-Based Media Approach for Developing
Critical Skills in Young Vivally. Impaired' Children

Dr. Natalie Barraga, Rrofe sor and Parent, University of'Texas,
Texas

Mrs. Janet Borsch, Spanish Teacher*, Jefferson County Schools,
Louisville, Kentucky

Mrs. Margaret Calvert, Infant Specialist, Elkhart County
xst

Rehabilitation, Elkhart,, Indiana

Mrs. Pat Carpenter, Supervisor, Programs for the Visually
Handicapped, DeKalb County Schools, ScOttdale, Georgia

Mrs. Jan Cooper, Rarent, Dupcanville, Texas

Dr. Marvin Efron, 0.T., Ph.D., Optometrist and Educational
Psychologist, Columbia, South Carolina

Mr. & Mrs. Jose' Feliciano, Musicians and Composers, Los
Angeles, California

NI.. Dr. Verna Hart, Professor, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

Mr. Tim Hewitt, Electrical Engineer; Timark Corporation,
Indianapolis, Indiana

Mr. Stanley Hertel, Electrical Engineer,'Hertel Engineering,
Louisville, Kentucky .

Mr. Julia Joehl, Parent, Hummelstown, Pennsylyania
!I

Mr. Marcia Klafter, Parent Media and Library Director, Eastern
.

iff 44 Pennsylvania Instructional Resource Center, King of Prussia,
Pennsylvania

Mrs. Irna Marsha, Parent-Infant Trainer, Washington Commission
for the Blind, Seattle, Washington

Mr. Gary Mudd, Director .of Special Projects,,WHAS, Louisville,
Kentucky

-1r. Cliff Poguc, Media Specialist, Central Pennsylvania
Instructional Resource Center, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
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Program Evaluators

Ms. Susan Aach, Infant Teacher, VIFTY House, Western Perisylvania School for
Blind Children, PittSburgh, Pennsylvania

Ms. Judy Ackerman, Teacher, Ohio Bureau for the Visually Impaired, Cincinnati,
Ohio

Ms. Sandra Agnew, Teacher, Project DART Allegheny Intermediate Unit, Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania,

Ms. Ruth Anderson, Teacher, Maryland School for the,Blind, Baltimore, Mary-
land

Ms. Dorothy Arensman, leacher, Dodge City Public Schools, Dodge City,,Kansas

Ms. Brenda Armstrong, Liaison, Iowa Braille -and Sight Saving School, Vinton,
Iowa

Ms. Linda Aussenberg, Media SpecialiSt, VIFTY House, Western Pennsylvania
School for Bind Children, 1'ittsburghy4Pennsylvania

MS. Jamie Baggett, Teacher, Regional Education Serivce Center, Beaumont,
Texas

at

Ms. Phyllis Baker, Teacher, MiaMi Public Schools, Miami, Floricka

Mrs.- Elaine Baldridge, Supervisor, Foundation for Blind Children, Scottsdale,
Arizona

Ms. Carol Barker, Teacher, Alaska Blind-Visually Impaired Program, Anchorage,
faska

Mrs. Sue Bast, Parent, Kansas City, Missouri-

Mr. Alexandro Benavides, Special, Education C9ordinator, Chicago Public
SchOols, Chicago, Illinois

- Mrs. Kim Benham,. Parent"' Salem,' Oregon

Mrs. Gail Beyatte, Teacher, Maryland School for the Blind, Baltimore, Mary:-

land

Mrs. Mary Ann Bjorgaard, Parent, Kansas City, Missouri

Ms. Bonnie Blair, Physical Therapist, University of Massachusetts Medical
Center, Worcester, Massachusetts

Ms. Jackie Brennan, Teacher, Keystone, AEA, Dubuque, Iowa

Ms. Mary,,Al1 ice Brent, Teacher, r >s Public Schools, Hays, Kansas

Ms. Dottie Bridges, teacher, Variety Club for Blind Babies, San Francisco,

California
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Mrs. Jane Brodie, Program Coordinator, Alaska State DePartment of Education,
Anchorage, Alaska

.Mrs. Maria Brown, Parent, Kansas City, Missouri

Ms..Nancy Ann Bump, Home-School Coordinator, Children's Center for the
Visually Alipaired% Kansas City, Missouri.

Mr, and,Mrs. Don Campbell, Parents, Wichita, Kansas.

Ms. Mary Carr, Teacher, Alaska Treatment'Center7-Anchorage, Alaha

Mr. and Mrs. John Chowning, Parents, CampbellsVille, Kentucky

Mr. and Mrs. Mando Cisneras, Parents, 'Plano, Texas

Mrs. Nikki Coffman, Parent, Baltimore, Maryland

Ms. Jan Cook, Teather, Lancaster - Lebanon Intermediate Unit 13, East .Peters-

burg, Pennsylvania

Mrs. Diane Crowell, Social Worker, Foundation for Blind Children, Scottsdale,
Arizona

Mr. Ron Darcy, Teacher, Idaho State School for the Deaf and Blind, Gooding,
Idaho

.,.

M. Sinnika Davis, Social Worker, VIFTY House, Pittsburgh; Pennsylvania

-. Ms. Brenda Deakin, Tea er, Delta Gamma Foundation for Visually Impaired

Children, St. Louis, Missouri

Rev. and Mrs. Carroll de Forest, Parents, Gray Hawk, Kentucky

Mrs. Betty J. Dominauez, Teacher, New Mexico Preschool for the Visually
Handicapped, Albuquerque, New/Mexicb

Mrs. Gail Dona, Parent, Salem, Oregon

Mr.$and Mrs. Earl.Awnes,-Parents, Miami, Florida

.Ms. Linda Dyk, Teacher, Cardinal Hill Hospital, Lexington, Kentucky

Ms. Cynthia Estanio0, Teacher, Connecticut State Board of Education an.1
Services for the Blind, Hartford, Ccinnecticut

Mrs. Rae Fellows, Vision Specialist, Children's Hospital Eye Center, Colum-

bus,.04io

Ms. Myette Felts, Teacher, Office for, the Blind and Visually Impaired, Little

Rock, Arkansas

Ms. Harriet Fotles,:Director, Delta Gamma Foundation, St.louis, Missouri
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Mrs. Charlotte Forbes, Parent, Boston, Massachusetts

Mr: and Mrs. John Fountain, Parents, Paoli, Indiana

Mrs; Terry Geiger, Parent, Vinton, Iowa

Ms. Rochelle Givens, Infant-Preschool Teacher, Columbia Lighthouse, Washing-
,

ton, D.C.

Mr. and Mrs. Sandy Glenn, Parents, Omaha, Nebraska

Mrs. Caroline Gooden, Teacher, Cardinal Hill Hospital, Lexington, Kentucky

Ms. Maureen Gorman, Teacher, HillsborOugh County Schools, Tampa,, Florida

Ms. Laura Gray, Education Specialist, Delta Gamma Foundation for Visually
Impaired Children, St.,Louis, Missouri

Mrs. Michelle Gustafson, Salem, Oregon

Mrs. Fran Hammer, Program Specialist, Dallas Independent School District,
Dallas, Texas

Ms. TammyHanahan, Teacher, Girard Public Schools, Girard, Kansas

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Handy, Parents; Middletown, Ohio

Mrs. Nancy Harp, Parents, Kansas City, Missouri .

Ms". Nancy Hearns, Physical Therapist, United Cerebral Palsy Center, Denver,
Colorado

Mr. Henry Hedgecock, Parent, Charlestown, South Carolina

Mrs. Karen Heesen, Parent, Janesville', Wisonsin

Mrs. LuAnne Hill, Parent, Kansas City, Missouri

Mrs, Patty,Hfllyard, Parent, Kansas City, Missouri

Mrs. Kathy Holmes, Grandparent, Louisville, Kentucky

Mrs. RebaHubbard, Library Media Specialist, Wichita. Kansas.-

Mr. and.Mrs. Bruce Hughes, Parents, Columbus, Ohio

Ms. Linda Hunstiger, 4acher, Avhomge Infant Learning" Program, Anchorage,
Alaska

Dr. RayMond Joehl, MD, Parent, Hummelstown, Pennsylvania

Mrs. Bonnie, Johnson, Parent, Corvallis, Oregon -
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Mrs. Mary Ann'Karstans, Supervisor, Omaha Public. Schools, Omaha, Nebraska

Mrs. Linda Katskee, 'Parent, Omaha, Nebraska

Mrs. Jan Kautz, Teacher, Lancaster-Lebanon Intiprediate, St. Petersburg,
Pennsylvania

Mts. Molly Kern, Parent, Tuscon, Arizona

Mr-. Richard King, Children's Services Specialist, South Carolina Commission
for the Blind, Charleston, South Carolina

MA. Sheila King, Parent, Kansas City; Missouri_

Mrs. Judy Klicker, Parent, Dover, Kentucky

Dr. ,Janet Klineman, Director, VIFTY House, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Ms. Eve Kramer, Home'Teacf*, Children's Special Education Center, Kansas

City, Missouri

Ms. Debbie Kruse, Teacher, Anchorage Infant Learning Program, Anchorage,
Alaskal

Ms. SOsan Kurtzman, Teacher, Connecticut Board of Education, Wetherfield,

Connecticut

Mr. sand Mrs. Dan Lacore, Parents,.Wichita, Kansas

Ms. Cathy La Forte, Teacher, New Mexico Preschool for the Visually Impaired,

Santa Fe, 'New' Mexico

Ms. Maxine Laven0er, Chief, Child Study Center, Oklahoma Teaching Hos'itals,

Oklahoma City, Oklahome

Mrs. Gail Lincoln, Parent, Morehead, Kentucky

Mrs. Mary Lohergan, Teaeier, Connecticut Board of Education, Wethel4field,

ConnecticUt

Mrs. Wanda. Mango; Parent, Sturgeon Bay; Wisconsin

Mrs. Ena Martinez, Parent, Santa Fe, New Mexico

Ms. Libby McAleb, TeAcher, Office for the Blind and Visually Impaired,1Litt'le

Rock, Arkansas
.soe

Mr. Darrell-McClung, Parent, Kansas City,, Missouri

Ms. Barbara McDonald, Program. Supervisor, New Mexico School for the Visually

Handicapped, Alamogordo, New Mexico

... Ms. Donna McKinley, State Department of Education, Lincoln, Nebraska.
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Ms. Sandra Meyer, Director of Correspondence Education, John Tracy Clinic,
Los Angeles, California

Mrs. Sherrill Miller, Parent, Portland, Oregon

Ms. Debbie Miller-Wood, Teacher, Deaf-Blind Project, Auburn university,
Alabama

Mrs. Jill Montoni, Parent; Boston, Massachusetts

'Ms. Jeanine Moran, Teacher, Chicago Lighthouse, Chicago, Illinois

Mrs. Dotty Morgan, Parent, Wichita, Kansas

Mrs°. .Betky Morton, Parent, Salem, Oregon

M. Virginia Mosler, Teacher, Garden City Public Schils, Garden City, Kansas

Ms. Judy Murdock, Director, Tulsa Little Lighthouse, Tulsa, Oklahoma .

Ms. Sandra Nevin, Infant Teacher, Marshall School, Castro Valley, California

.---- Mr. Wayne Noble, Rurent-Advisor Program Coordinator, Ogden,Utah

Mrs. Linda Nobles, Occupational Therapist, Children's'Eenter foe the-Visually

Impaired, Kansas City, Missouri
51

Mrs. Nancy Oberst, Infant Teacher, Omaha Public Schools,-Omaha,'Nebraska

'Dr. Rosemary O'Brien, Director'of ViSion Services,- Montgomery County Schools,

Bethesda, Maryland

Mrs. Donna Padgett, Parent, Crystal River,.Florida

Ms. Maxine Papermaster, JeacherCenter, for Blind Children, Milwaukee, Wis-
,

'consin

Mrs. Ardis, Pitello, Program Supervisor, Arizona State School for tie Deaf and

Blind, Tuscon, Arizona

Ms. Dawn Pontowt Teacher, Colby Public Schools, Colby, Kansas

Mrs. Angela Pratt, Director, Wichita Council for Preschool ChildreA, Wichita,

Kansas '

. look

Ms. Gayle Prillaman, Teacher; Arizona State School for the,Deaf-and Blind,

Tusco,n,-Arizona

Mr. 'and MrS. Mike Puckett, Parents, Bradenton,, lorida

Mrs. JUdith Raikes,',Foster Parent, Columbus, Ohio
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Ms-. Linda Ray, Teacher, Shawnee Mission Public Schools, Shawnee Mission,
Kansas

.1

Ms, Sherry Raynor, Supervisor Infant Program, Perkins School for the Blind,
Watertown, Massachusetts,

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Reece, Parents, Kans City, Missouri

Ms. Mary Settle Reid, Teacher, Oregon State School for the Blind,'Salem,
Oren

Mr.. John Reilly, Teacher, Connecticut Services for the Blind, Wethersfield,
Connecticut'

Mrs.. Connie Ritchey, Parent, Salem, Oregon

Mr. Lee Robinson, Parent, AuStin, Texas

Ms. Robyn Roller, .Children's Director, Lighthouse of Houston, Houston,,TeXa

Mrs. Barbara Rooney, Parent; Elm,'Pennsylvania

Mrs. Patricia Rosner, Parent, Baltimore, Maryland

Ms. Lisa Rothermich, Teacher, Topeka Public Schools, Topeka, Kansas
0

Mrs. Kathy Muth, Parent, 'Vinton, Iowa
4

Mrs. Tatiana Ryan, Teacher, Hillsborough County Schools, Tampa, Florida

Ms."'Dot Shymansky, Nurse, Wheeling Society for Crippled Children, Wheeling,

West Virginia

Ms. Ann Silverrain, Visually Impaired Infant-Parent Training, San Antonio,
Texas

Mrs, Charli Sirmans-Culver, Teacher, DoKalb County Schools, Scotsdale,

Georgia

Mrs. Michelle Smith, Parent,'St. Petersburg, Florida
A

Mrs. Nancy Smith, Preschool Teacher Wisconsin School-for the Visually,

Handicapped, Janesviqe,

Ms. Rebecca Stoebner, Teacher, Apchorage Infant Learningyrogram, Anchorage,
Alaska I

4

Ms. Claire Sullivan, Infant Preschool Supervisor, New York Association for

the Blind, New, York', New York

Mrs. N'ancy Sullivan, Parent, Watertowr Massachusetts,

Ms. Suzanne Swaffield, Progrard-Supervisor, South Carolina Commission for the

Blin4 Columbia, South Carolina
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Dr. Stewart'Teplin, MD, Universityof North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina

Mr. Chris Thompkins, Director, Dalla5 Services for the Visually Impaired
Children, Dallas, Texas .

Ms. Jenny Todd,' Social Worker, Boston Center fdr tlind Children, Boston,

Massachusetts

Ms. Mary Ann Tomlin, Director, Office for the Blind and Vigially Impaired,
Little Rock, Arkansas

Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Tuckey, Parents, Medford, Oregon

Ms. Julie Urban, Infant Teacher, Perkins School for the Blind, Watertown,
Massathusetts,

Ms. Susan Wamsley, Parent, Denton; 'Maryland

Mrs. Daniel Ward, Parent, Boston, Massachusetts

. #
Mrs. Michelle Watts, Teacher, Division of Blind Services, Tampa, Florida

1-

Mrs. Jan Wetzel, P4rent, Corvallis, Oregon

Mrs.Bette Whiteside, Teacher, Children's Special Education Center, Kans,s
City, Missouri

Ms. Faith Whittle, Teacher, Connecticut State Board of Education and
Services for the. Blind, Vartford, Connecticut

4
Ms. Lynn Widamen, Teacher, Idaho State School for the Deaf and Blind;

Gooding, Idaho
lb

Mrs.-Jeanna Wilson, Infact Teacher, Dallas Services for Visually Impaired
Children, Dallas, Texas.

Ms. Debbie Young,Jeacher, Anchdrage Infant Learning Center, Anchorage,
Alaska ,

Ms. Lynne Young, Director Edkational"Services, Division for. Visually
Impaired, Wilmington, Delaware

Mrs. Carolyn Younker, Parent, Vinton, Iowa

Ms. Jan Zollinger, Teacher, Idaho State School for the Deaf and Blind,
Gooding, Idaho

In addition, some 75 percent evaluators completed a questionnaire regarding.
the Home-Based Media materials but-did not choose to put their name on the

evaluation form.
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Appendix B

9

Prototypical Drawings of Electronic Mat and Headband
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I -- Adjusting to the Baby

p
A. Introductory statement

B. Your reactions to the birth of your visually 'handicapped baby

co

Initial response: shock- shame, gief, disappointment, sadness-4.

anger and resentment. These feelings are normal--to be expected--but

must be worked through. Child loses important time while Rarents pull

themselves together 4

2. You should gain support and comfort from each other by sharing your

feelings. It may be helpful to:

-a. Talk to other parent capped children, and with the

siblings

b. Seek counseling from a minister or community health servicez

with or witholit other siblings

3. After the anger, go about the business of raising a childIF He is first
T2.4

a4Fhild, and secondly, handicapped

C. Reactions of others'

1. Sialings.' :You need to:

a. Give each child in the family special, individual time and atten-

tion every'day, even if just.for a few minutes

Help children understand blindness and how ;'t is affecting their

sibling and the family in general

c. Let each child react to the situation according to his own nature

and needs--be sympathetic,- let them know their feelings are normal\

d. Encourage the siblings to participate in caring for their visually ,

handicapped sister or brother. But don't burden them with exten-

t. sive babysitting and caretaking chores--may cause resentment

43
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2. Relatives and others. Other people take their cue from you. You

decide, by your attitude, how you.and your visually hSndicapped child

will be treated by friends and relatives

a. Dealing with rudeness, tactlessness: devglop a thick skin, keep

sense of humor--maybe think of some snappy comebacks

b. Unsolicited advice: simply state that you feel.competent to care

for your child and are assisted by competent professionals. Lis-

ten--then do what you thinlebest: you know the most about your

child

D. Time: off

0 1. Take a few minutes every day to give yourself some solitude away from

endless demands of family; makes. yOu better parents and humans

2. Do not devote all your energy to your handicapped child; pay attention

to t marriage relationship (high rate of divorce between parents of

handicapped children). Give yourself weekly treats away together for

an evening or at home together with children away

E Scheduling

1. Routine makes life easier because

a. Everyday tasks are t.implified,and there should be time to do

everything without hurrying and becoming tense

b. The visually handicapped child is reassured by a schedule he can

depend upon--e.g., a regular bedtime ritual will help him to

sleep because he is,Oepared for it. Holds true for eating,

dressing, etc'.

2. Sample schedule

44 50



IISensory Stimulation

A. Introductory'statement

B. Touching and keeping the baby near you
=

'I.

1.. Treat your btlind cOldililst as you would any normal talkead,

play, sing, introduce him. to friends (giving clues to help him sort out

who's who--perfume or aftershave, special song or game, etc.)

o

2. Blind children need even more sensory stimulation than normal children,.

to offsetpossible developmental.lags due to lack of visual imput.

This'becomes.eyen more critical if child is multihandicapped.

a. :This is NOT spoiling your child

b. Learning process begins at birth--you should also begin at this

time to get accustomed to giving the child all the sensory stim-:

ulation possible

c. Mother is baby's first and best toy--can help tempt him outward,

teach him to play with objects. Blind babies are more depehdent

on their mothers fdr a longer period of time than are sighted

children

3. Early, varied stimulation helps prevent tactual defensiveness. Child

needs
I

a. to be held in different positions and.:exposed to many kinds of

sounds, sensations, and visual experiences, and shown the sources

of these //

b. to be kept near his parents (perhap's in a sling or bacipack), and

communicated with often at eye level to stimulate any residual

vision. Pictures, bright objects' and toys should be provided--

can use household objects like foil, tinsel, Christmas lights, etc.

4-5 51
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C. Unresponsiveness of blind babies

I. Blind babies react to people differently from sighted babies.' May

4

stiffen, become still, cease to make moise, etc. when you; come into

the room. 'May"seem not to need 'you: the "good baby"
/

2. These are not rejecting signals, merely the Visually handicapped

baby's way of attending, concentrating, figuring out what's going on

3. Don't be discOuraged by the lack of ordinary "moving" actions--eye

contact, smiling, etc.--that reinforce parental affection. He com-

munttates differently, but the blind child needs plenty of cuddling,

smiling, and talking to

r 4*

Blindisms
I

1. These are unattractive, peculiar-looking mannerisms: Eye poking,

flicking fingers in front of eyes, staring into light, teeth grind-

'ing, hair twisting, spinning; rocking, finger sucking, masturQting,

rubbing back of .head on floor )r mattress, etc.

2. Basically are a fonl of self-stimulation--you may not notice thet .

until they are ingrained habits, so.be on the lopkout for them

3: What to do whenever a blindismhappears:

a. Provide the child with something better t do--give him toys,

change his surroUndiqs,.remove source of light if he is star-

ing into it, substitute a more socially acceptable habit--thumb

or pacifier sucking

b. Don't punish, but try to reward good behaviors

46
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III--Medical Concern's
,

A Introductory statement

Vision problems

.;r?;.4,,4,-

1. Causes of visual impairment: disease in pregnancy, premature birth,

difficulties in delivery, inherited genetic- traits, etc.

2. How the eye functions; eye transmits light, but-the brain is responsible

for producing images and Comprehending them

3. Simple diagram of eye'

C. Dea)fng with the medical profess ikon

1. Among basic questions parents should ask their child's doctor are the

following:

a. What is the vision problem exactl, (in lay terms)?

b. What causes the problem?

c. How severe is the handicap and how will it affett the child?

d. Where jstreatment available in the'area, and do these treatment

facilities specialize in.thildren?

e. What changes, if any, may occur in the child's vision? -

4.f. What, if any, are the long-range expenses involved?--

g. What kind of help is available for parents?

K.-.Definitions and descriptions of the.kinds of specialists parents mai

become involved with and what can.be expected of them (you may want

to ask other parents of handicapped children for their opinions)

a. Ophthalmologistpediatric specialist preferred

b. Optician

c. Optometrist

d. Teachers of the visually handicapped

.47 5.3



e. Social worker

f:' Genetic counselor

If the child's visual problem is genetically determined, you may ask

your doctor for a referral to a 'geneticist, to find out the odds

the possibility of the condition being passed on to succeeding gen-
.

erations, other children, C.c.

You are your child's best advocate.,.you have a right to)kno everything

you need to know about his vision problem and its ramifications'. You

should not be intimidated_by youi- physician(s)

a. Feel qee to 'ask for referral to a specialist or seek a second

'opinion. You know the most about your child and should seek out

a doctor whO is 'compatible with the family

b. On the other hand, you should not dash from specialist to special

ist in a vain hope of hearing what you waht'to hear. Need to

find atbalance

D. Surgery and its effects on the blind child and the family

1.. Visually handicapped children are alanmed.by.hospital experiencetrillkk

of visual cues places him in a vacuum,,he has no meaningful associations

to help him

2. What parents can do to alleviate the negative aspects

a. Prepare the child for what.is being done to him (a specific warn-

ing signal for pain, like tapping lon'his foot immediately beffre-

hand). ,Explain what is happening, describe surroundings

Bring along a couple familiar toys for reassurance $
44 Nk

c. spend as much time-with him as'possible--give even more attention

than a blind child ordinarily demands
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d. Work with the nurses and aides in oriepting them to your child

and his special needs

3. .After i-eturning.from,the hospital, the child may regress, and will need

- extra attention at home for a while

EI Glossary, of visual terms (Barraga's--with diacritical marks included)

m,!1.7414;10%,

."
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IV--At Home with the Baby

A. Introductory statement

B. General pririples A ,

1. You should take advantage of all'daily activities, in and outside of

the home, to interact with your childtake opportunities to teach,
j o

name body parts, talk about whatever you're doing, during these three'

main parts of the day

a.. Caretaking--feeding, changing, bathing, dressing, etc.

b. Playtime--one-on-one time with the child, just having fun. Play

is a baby's "business," the time for him to learn and practice

skills as .well as enjoy himself .

c. ,Housework--parent is working, child is amusing himself while re-

turning to the parent occasionally to "touch base" (if child is

confiried, as to a playpen, parent should touch base with him).

2. Create a rich verbal environment just as you do a rich ph1sical environ-

ment: expose the child to many situations and use each one for sponta-

/
heous conversation, learning, fun

a. Conversation. Explain whys, wheres-and whats of what's happening

at the moment, in simple, concrete terms, using mostly adult, not

baby talk. Con7trse as though you expect a reply

b. When baby babbles, respond to it, imitate it, try to understand

what's being communicated, if'anything. May place the baby's

hands on his own cheeks as he talks to help him under§tand what

.4e's doing

c. classical,'easy-listening music in the,environmentsoccasionally

(not all the time or baby will' tune it out) can be soothing and

calming at quiet times. For fun, vary with dance or soft-pop
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tunes with more beat

Extraneous background noise--TV, radio-Ishould be minimized dur-

ing baby's first years; can be very confusing

3. Basically:. move the child airound with you as you move around (Snuggli

carriers, backpacks are good for small babies.)

C. Suggestions for parent and child in the daily routine

1. Mealtime

a. Give the child finger foods of various textures

b. Let him try various manipulative activities, with mother or

father or a sibling helping: stirring, shaking salt, addi,ng in-

.
gredients,

c. Name plates, silverware, etc. while setting table, and who sits

where--e.g., "This is Daddy's cup, brother's plate."

d. Have the whole family eat together. Your visually handicapped

child should be a part of the mealtime social hour--should be fed

by various members of the family

2. Playing.

a. Have various playthings in each room. No need to spend a lot of

money. Kitchen has many items: pots and pans, lids, boxes,

crumbled foil balls, disposable pie tins, coffee cans, bright

plastic dishware

Designate one cupboard as the child's own, to play in anytime
5

with the special things stored there

c. 'Stimulate sense 'of smell, using cotton balls soaked with differ-

ent scents, or spices, like cinnamon sticks. Place in unbreak-

able containers, like margarine or cream cheese tubs, with holes

punched in lids

51



d. When you're outside, take your child with you, to rake leaves,

smell flowers, feel the wind, swing,;: roll in the grass, feel many.'1

Vtextures and smell everything around him. Give names, encourage

dialogue, let him get dirty

3. Doing the laundry
#

a. Place the child on top of the washer or.drer,. to help put clothes

in, feel. the warmth and vibrations, hear the sounds of Ater run

ning, poUr in detergent

Have him touch wet clothes, dry clothes, fresh-from-the-dryer

warm clothes, and fabric with different textures: corduroy,

towels, diapers, flannel PJ's, silk, etc.. 4

c.. Use a brightly colored sock to try some visual tracking if your
.

child has any residual vision

4. Getting dressed _

a. Name body part

b. Talk about fasteners: buttons, zippers,.ties, snaps, etc.

c. Name clothing and talk about what you're doing, e.g., "Give me

your shoe. Put your foot in your sock, your arm in the sleeve,"

etc.

5. Riding in the car

4. Keep several toys in the car. If the baby sits in the back seat,

tie several toys (cup, ball, bright objects) onto'a hanger with

elastic, and hang it on the clothes hook

b. Play the radio

c. Give your child his own'set of keys to play with--preferably the

colored, aluminum ones

or
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6. Grocery shopping

a. Put the child In the cart, and call 'attention to its motion and

various sounds around him

b. Let him feel things, expecially in the produce aisle, pointing

out the contrasts betWeen textures and shapes in things like

cocohuts, lemons, celery, bananas, canteloupes. Some of these

also have good smells

c. Feel cold foods with the baby, in the freezer and refrigerator

sections. Let him drop things in the cart

Explain what you are buying and for whom: "This is Mommy's soap,"

etc.

e. If yOur store -has a coffee-grinding machine, go there and listen

to it working, feel the beans, smell the fresh-ground coffee

_

f. Show your child how the conveyor belt moves and let him put some

. things on it

7. Bathtime

a. Let the baby play with the oap and water. Demonstrate warm and

cold

k
b. Have a pail full of bath to brushes, sponges, scrubbies, a

cup, powder puff--typical household items with interesting tex-

tures. TodO, body parts with 'these and name them

c. Play games: immitation, this-little-piggy, ^etc.

d. Let the child feel and smell various grooming items- found in the

bathroom, such as hand lotion, powder, after-shave, cologne, shav-

ing cream

8: At bedtime, your whole family can have a quiet, relaxing periodread-
{

ing aloud, rocking, perhaps playing some soothing music
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-Playing

A. Introductory statement

B. General principleZ04gt childrens' play

1 Play is business of children: provides socialization experiences, exer-

cise, learning opportunities, skill practice; fun., satisfies curiosity,

teaches cause and effect, helps prevent self-stimulating activities like

blindisms 1

x

2. Handicapped child7:Ty not be able to play naturally., parents must
4

help them. You

a.. provide the setting, playmates, materials, and siblings

b. must enrich the diminished world of the blind infant even more

than you would naturally enrich that of a sighted child

c, should invite the child to play, not impose play upon him or play

for himthough initially he may have to be taught.HOW tq play

3. The best sorts of things for' a visually handiCapped child to play with

present a ctiAilenge to his abilities, do more than one thing, reward

his efforts satisfactorily, and appeal to other senses besides vision.

C. Toys and household objects to play with

1. Babies like things with faces, gentle otion, pleasing sounds

2. Also appealing are

-a.' toys that can be anchored--with string, suction cups, etc.--so

'the,X won't get lost

toys'that showrelationships, cause and effect--e.g., drum and

drumstick, xylophone, etc.

c. any household dbjects that are expendable, indestructible, safe,

,interesting - -no need to spend a lot of money on toys
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3. List of suggested playthings

,,,

D. Games.

1. You need not carry on playing games unti3you or your child'ar'e bored

or exhausted. Don't feel pressured to be teaching and playing all the

time; should be spontaneous and fun for all

2. Again, do not be discouraged by child's apparent la'k of response;

your child needs and likes stimulation, and responds as well as he can

3. List of suggested looking/sound games (peekaboo, hide and seek, etc.)

4. List of suggested exercise/physical games (bouncing, sliding the child,

"horsey," etc.)

5. List of songs with motion, nursery rhymes (Old McDonald, Little Sally

Waters,, The Eensy Meensy Spider, etc.)

6. Chart of skill"levels and appropriate toys and games for each level-

JU

q
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VI--Parenting

A. Introductory statement
.

Disciplfne

1. Key attitudes parents mptt have:

a. Blind child needs discipline as much as any other child. He is

a child first; though it may be hard for you to punish "the poor

blind baby," you must understanc7i, that he needs to learn respect

,for the same establishedslimits that apply to the sib

b. Blind children aren't entitled to any .special,treatment jus b

cause they're blind--just fair, equal treatment The child

. his parents need to have this attitude

Children need limits in their lives, and parents provide.them. They

will test you, so be as consistent as you can

3. When possible, allow plenty of time-for daily routine--prevents rush-,

ing around, frayed tempers.' Blind childrIn shout-eiIIVechores and

tasks li e any 'other

4. Be pos'tiye. Offer choices (you can brush your teeth first or put on

your pajamas first), not ultimatums, Compliment him, reward his good

behavior; 6-eat him with courtesy and respect: don't be rude

5. Relate any punishment to the undesired behavior. If Andy purposely

pours hid juice on the table, make him help clean up the mess and don't

give him any more juice

Dealing with angry f gs

1. Remember that y u re angry .at the child's actions, not the child; let.

him know this

2. Cool off before you punish your child. Whatever punishment you decide

on should be for his benefiti not to provide a' vent for, your feelings
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Let the child express his own anger in acceptable ways. Sympathize

with him verbally and let him know you recognize and respect his feel-
-

ings

4. Do not reward a child's temper tantrums by getting panicky or giving

in. Be calm, provide some kind of physical release forlithe child

D. Child-proofing the house: --F.teedom-wtthin safe limits

1. The blind child needs even more hands-on experience than other child-

ren. Supervise him, but let him move about, explore, take bumps and

falls

2. You serve as Environmental Protection Agency: protecting the baby,

the house; and your` .own peace of mind. Keep him from dangerous situa- )

tions, but don't shelter him too much or deny shim experiences

Child should have one place that is always perfectly safe for him, so

he won't be hearing "No, no" all the time. His clothes and toys should

be kept, always in the same place, within this domain

4. Listsof safety precautions

Al
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VII--Choosing a Program

A. flAtroductory statement

Child care

1. Beginning to leave the child with others at an early age is .a good idea

--provides socialization and learning opportunities for the child, re-

spite for the parents

2. Brief description of some alternatives: Sunday or Bible school, neigh-

borhood play groups, babysitting co-ops, etc.

3. Babysitter in the nOme

a. Introduce the sitter gradually, staying with him and the child

and observing how they get along

b. Caretaker should be patient, warm, have a sense of humor, like

babies, be, energetic and in good health, flexible, positive, etc.

c. Leave clear instructions, in writing, and include some information

on child's likes, dislikes, bedtime habits, etc) Provide a list

of pertinent phone numbers and emergency information.

How to find responsible babysitters: ask for references from

friends, high schools, colleges, nursing schools, seminaries, etc.

4. Day care

a. To find a good day care center, visit' several in your area; Rb-

serve teacher-child interactions, condition of buildin4 and in-

teriors, etc.

b. Visit the day care center frequently with your child before leav-

ing him for the first time. To make the transition easier for

the child, let him take some familiar plaything along,fand stay

is with him a few minutes
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c. Day care routine should include rest, play, learning, snacks.

Building should be warm, safe, cheerful, comfortable, etc.

d. .Go back and visit the center often after your child is es/tab-

lished therecheck-on quality of care

C. Choosing a program fbr your visually. handicapped child

1. Description of PL 94:142 and its implications far:parents./ Bi-ief

explanation of mainstreaming trend

4k. 2. Factors in.choosing a program:

a. -What kind of vision loss-does the child have, and.how does it

. affect learning?

b. Does the child have.any other handicapping conditions?

what alternatives are there in your community?

d. What are your goals for.your child?
j.

3. Explanation of IEP, Parents must be assertive/and involved in their

child's educajfon. New programs develop only as parents demand them- -

early childhood educ4tion laws vary from stagy e to state--so you must

express yourself 4as to your child's needs

4. First step: contact LEA. Then state dep rtment of eduCation''k if

necessary

D. Lists
0

1. Parent organiiations,' service agencies, organizations for the b\lind

consumer

2. Magazines and new letters

3. Books about blindne s for parents and 'children

E.' What does the future hold?
es

0

1. What to do when your child realizes he's visually handicapped: gibe him
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a simple explanation abOut why his eyes don't work. Your attitude:will

determine yo9r child's attitude toward'himself and tiPndness. Be polive
1

2. Remember youtt child is a child first,-always, then a 41ind child. .Like

any other,:yo'' ant him to grow up and beoa, whole person, self-sufficient

and healthy.
, I
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Appendix 0:

Playing the Crucial Role in Your Child's Development

4
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Slide-Cassette Program

SLIDE

1 Boy with baby
2 Baby in crib '

3 Bby on floor pad

4 Girl pushing wheel
5 Boy holding beach ball
6 Girl on floor in tumble form
7 Mother and child with tooth -

brush

8, Mother and child with teddy
bear

9 Title: Playing the Crucial
Role

10 Title: In Your Child's
Development

111: Title: Remember

SCRIPT

Music Introduction (12 sec.)

Like you, parents from many walk's of life-
are involved in-raising a visually impaired
child. They-wonder how their child will
grow and develop and what they can do to
help him. 'Thislsound/slide program was
designed to 04ovide information and offer
suggestions on aiding your visuallyi
impaired child in the early stages of his
growth. It is directed to you,,the par=
ent, because as your child's primary care-
taker and first teacher, you play the cru-
cial role in his development. ,

Music (6 secs)

Music (6 sec.)

Silence followedby Music Intro

'It is important -0 remember that a child
is a child whetKer or not he has a visual
impairment, and every child has.a vital
need

12 Title: Sensory Stimulation' for sensory ,stimulation. All learning
occurs through the senses, 'and in turn the

13 Mother, Dad, and child rock:- senses devielop through being used. So
ing talk, read, p lay, sing, cuddle, touch and

kiss your child as often, as possible, and

14 Title: Belonging and
Security

15 Mother and child on the
floor with toys

16 Mother helping child place
hand on toy

keep her near you to provide a1eeling of
belonging and securit,0 Your Visually
impaired child, however,

will be much more,dependent on you than a
sighted child would be. You will be
required to "explain what object's are; what

they do,.and what they look like.

You must substitute touching, fistening,
smelling, and tasting for seeing, and in
doing so, sharpen those senses.
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Slide-Cassette Program

*SLIDE SCRIPT

0
17 Dad and child outside

at trellis

18 Father and child smelling
/Rowers

When one sense is absent or' impaired, the
other senses do..not automatically improve.,

In fact, they need extra stimulation.

Your child wIrl need some adtlitional help i

and support:to learn certain things that
sighted children can learn by themselves.

19 .Chtld.00n. floor, attesting to The best way'for-echild to learn. is
iece througp play, so play simple games and

.

expose your child to a variety-Of stimu-
lation. For example, for the sense of
touch, . ,

20 Mother holding child

wrapped in towel
rub towels and various types of fabric
over your child's body, including palms
of hands and between fingers. Also rub
her with lotions; perfumes,

.21 Child on bed, Mother rubbing baby oil and powder. This will help your
his body with powder child become more aware of.herself and her

body, and prevent defensiveness.

22 Mother and child looking To enhance the visual sense, use floures-
.4-in mirror cent or reflective items such as lights,

0 d foil, tinSel, balls and balloons to
attract her attention.

23 'Mother and child makin Place .the objects.in front of her eyes,

foil_ball within her'visual field. Have'her follow
24 Mother. .and child looking . the items with her eyes and allow her to

at foil ",ball reach for and take them.

-25 Child with Pom-poMtied Put brightly colored pom-poms or bells on
to wrist her hands. Encourage her'to look at her

hands and bring them together.

26 'Child on floor turning To stimulate hearing, reward your child
toward-sound of tambourine for turning inthe,direction.of sound;

especially a voice.

27 ,Siblings playing with sound Imitate and play with sounds your child
producing-toy makes. Encourage her babbling, and expose

her to a wide variety of sound stimulation.
such as music,

it

28 Child on-floor.attending to
to clock

sound-producing toys, traffic, rain and
clocks.. And finally,
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Slide-Cassette Program

SLIDE SCRIPT
"

29 Child on high chair drink- introduce yOur child to a variAy of smells

ing from cup and tastes to help stimulate these senses.

30. Child on creeper

0

31 Child in backpack with
mother

Remember, you have the responsibility not
only to make your home a safe and interest-
ing place for your child to play and
explore, but also to provide many and

varied experiences' for her., So, whenever

possible,

keep your child with you, perhaps in a
backpack or sling, and talk to her a great
deal, even before you think she can under-

stand, because without your explanations,

sounds and sensations have little meaning.

-32 Title: Everyday Activities The following are ways to teach your visu-

ally impaired childwhen you're'performing

everyday activities." These' suggestionS
are simply ideas you may want to consider'

using while going through yourdaily
routines.

33 Mealtimes

34 Mother and child holding
red plate

- Mealtimes. Name table objects,

such as plates, cups and silverware; while
setting the table, and say who sits where.
For instance, "This is' daddy's cup," and

"This is brother's fork."

35 Child in highchair with Give your child finger foods of-various

finger foods textures and tastes. Let her try various

36 Mother helping,child pour manipulative activities such as stirring

and pouring.

37 Family together at mealtime And, have the whole family eat together
whenever possible. Your child should be

4
a part of the mealtime social hour and

should be fed by various family membel?s.

38 Title: Playtimes

39 Child at kitchen cupboard
with various items

0

Playtimes. Have various playthings in

each room.

There is no need,to spend a lot of money.

The kitchen has many appropriate items:.
pots, pans, lids, boxes, crumbled paper
balls,. disposable pie tins, and bright

plastic dishware.
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Slide-Cassette Program

SLIDE

40 Child smelling margarine
tub

41 Child on creeper with
playthings

SCRIPT

Set aside one cupboard as your,child's
own, totplay in anytime with the special
things she has stored there.

Stimulate her sense of smell, using cotton
balls soaked with different scents or

,spices: Place the balls in unbreakable
containers, such as margarine or cream
cheese tubs with holes punched in the lids.

Before your.child can walk, you may want
to consider buying a creeper or similar
device to aid movement. This provides
good exercise and a way to explore and
find playthings.

42 Dad and child at4he sandbox Take your child with you when you go out-
side, aril allow her to feel and smell
everything around her. Encourage a con-

. versation don't mind if she gets
dirty.

qN

43 Child in cribwith And when your child is confined to a play-
'suspended toy . pen or crib, which should only be for very

short periods, suspend or place items with
interesting textures, shapes and sounds
within her reach.

44. Title: Doing the laundry Doing the laundry. Place your child

45 Mother helping child put on top.of the washer or dryer to help put
clothes in washer in clothes. Allow her to feel the warmth

and vibrations and hear the sound of
running ,water.

.

.

46 Mother and child feeling
clothes from dryer

47 Mother helping child look.
at colored sock

Have her touch wet clothps, dry clothes,

fresh-from-the-dryer warm clothes, and
fabrics with different textures such as
corduroy, terry cloth, flannel and,silk.

And if your child has any remaining vision,
use a brightly colored sock and try to have
het follow it with her eyes.

48 Title: Getting dressed' Getting dressed. Touch and name

49 Mother and child getting your child's body parts. Place your hands
dressed on her hands and have her follow your -

actions.
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SLIDE

Slide-Cassette Program

I SCRIPT

50 Mother pulling sweater over Talk about fasteners such as buttons,
child's head - zippers, ties and snaps. Name clothing

51 Mother tying child's shoe and talk about what's happening. For

example, "Put your right arm in your
right sleeve," and "Your foot gdes in
your shoe."

52 Title: Riding in the car Riding-in the car-. Keep several toys in
the car.

0.-- '53 Toys in basket near car
seat

54- Child in car seat holding .

steering wheel toy

55 Child in car seat, playing
with mobile

56 'Title: Grocery shopping

Riding can be a very dull experience with-
out playthings to. help pass the time.

Give your child her own set of keys to
play with, preferably the colored ,

aluminum ones.

Consider buying a commercially available

item that attaches to the car seat, such
as .a plastic steering wheel with a horn.
Or, you may want to make a mobile by'tie-
ing a soft, cuddly toy to the clothes hook
with elastic string.

Grocery shopping. Let your child feel
things,

'-

57 Child in grocery cart with especially in the produce aisle, pointing
bananas out the differences between textures and

shapes in things like coconuts, lemons,
celery and bananas. Some of these also
have good smells. Call attention to the
grocery cart's motion and the various
sounds in the store.

58 Mother showing child the Let your child feel cold foods from the
cold whipped topping refrigerator and freezer sections. Allow

her to drop things into the,cart.

59 Mother and hill with Explain what you are buying and for whom,
tangerines for" instance, "This is Mommy's soap," and

"Thesie tangerines are for Sister's lunch."
Show your child how the conveyor belt
moves and let her put some things on it.

..,

60 Title: Bathtime Bathtime. Let your child play with the
soap and water,
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Slide-CaSsette Program

SLIDE

61 Child in tub full of
soapy water

62 Pail of bath toys,in

tub 1)

63 Mother and child's bath-
, room:with toothbrush

64 Title:

65 Dad with children reading
a story

66 Title: Remember

67 Child reacting stiffly to
being held by Mother

68 Father hugging child

,469 Child on rug surrounded
by toys

SCRIPT

and show her the. difference between warm

and cool. Play games like this-little-

piggy, and encourage splasfsing.

Have a pail full of bath toys such as
brushes, sponges, scrubbies, cups and
other household items with interesting
textures. Touch and name your child's
body parts with these items.

Let your child feel and smell various
grooming items nd to the bathroom,
such as hand 104%n, powder, shaving
cream and toothpaste. ,

And at bedtime, your entire family can
havg a quiet, relaxing period.

Read aloud, rock and perhaps play some
soothing music.

It is important to remember that a
visually impaired child follows the same
sequence of development as a sighted child
but may proceed at a slower pace and act
and react differently than would normally
be expected.

She may become stiff and still, and stop
making noise in certain .situations. This

is oft w interpreted as a rejection, when
in fact it is merely a way of paying
attention and figuring out What is happen-

ing.

Initiate a loving and. caring attitude,

beciuse your attitude will determine your
child's feeling towards herself and her.

blindness.

And finally, try not to be overprotective.'
Allow your child to be as independent as 4,

possible, for her degree of independence ,

as a child has a direct bearing
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SLIDE

Sl ide-Cassetterogram

SCRIPT

on her desire.for and degree of
independence as An adult. (Keep .slide

on for 6 seconds after voice ends.)

*.

Credits 70 through 74 Music (9 sec.)
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